Sleep-related Fatal Vehicle Accidents: Characteristics of Decisions Made by Multidisciplinary Investigation Teams
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Objectives: To analyze factors that explain the attribution of crash causes as sleep-related by accident investigators.

Design: Analysis of national database of fatal road accidents studied in depth. All nonprofessional nonintoxicated car drivers responsible for a fatal accident from 1991 to 2001 were included (N = 1464).

Setting: Finland, with approximately 5.1 million inhabitants and 2.3 million motor vehicles.

Participants: N/A.

Interventions: N/A.

Measurements: Comprehensive database recorded by multidisciplinary investigation teams, with specific emphasis on the availability of sleep-related driver variables and sleep-related causal decisions by teams.

Results: Injury severity, age, and marital status of the responsible car driver were related to the proportion of missing data in fatigue-related variables in the database (sleeping time, time awake, lifetime mileage). While there were differences between investigation teams and their activities, a series of logistic regression models showed that the lack of relevant variables in the database did not affect the proportion of accidents attributed to falling asleep (10% of cases) or as having fatigue-related causal factors (an additional 5% of the cases). The accident type (head-on and running-off versus other) and road conditions (dry or wet versus icy or snowy pavement) predicted the investigation teams’ attribution of sleep-related causes in all models.

Conclusions: Multidisciplinary teams’ attribution of sleep-related causal factors were rather stable, comprising 10% to 15% of the cases investigated, independent of the availability of specific sleep-related information.
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INTRODUCTION

THERE IS A BROAD CONSENSUS THAT FATIGUE REPRESENTS A MAJOR PROBLEM FOR ROAD SAFETY, AND SEVERAL RESEARCHERS SHARE THE OPINION THAT IT IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY RECOGNIZED AND REPORTED AS A CAUSAL FACTOR IN ROAD ACCIDENTS.1,2 This is highly understandable considering how difficult a task police officers have in recognizing fatigue as a major or contributing cause of road accidents. Investigating officers don’t have direct insight of a driver’s preaccident condition and, at best, only discover information regarding it some time after the accident when the driver’s arousal and emotional state have changed. There are also obvious difficulties in correctly identifying cases where a driver has fallen asleep. Some drivers are killed or seriously injured and therefore unavailable to provide information about such causal factors. Even uninjured participants may not have any recollection of falling asleep or, indeed, any clear recollection of the accident at all.3 Finally, some drivers may not be willing to admit having fallen asleep because of concerns of possible legal and insurance consequences.3-5 Consequently, the proportion of fatigue-related accidents in police reports and accident databases from different jurisdictions varies greatly, ranging from about 1% for all police-reported accidents in the United States6 to about 20% in fatal accidents in New South Wales, Australia.6

Multidisciplinary in-depth analysis of road accidents provides extensive and very detailed data of accidents. With interviews of all the participants and the relatives of those deceased, among other things, such analyses should improve decision making on attributing causal factors to an accident, especially on the role of driver fatigue. However, such in-depth analyses also suffer from missing data, which makes the use of the database more complicated. This study first analyzed the factors that explain the prevalence of missing values in these in-depth studies. Second, in a series of logistic regression models, it analyzed factors that explain falling-asleep accidents and the role of fatigue-related background data in investigation teams’ decisions in attributing causal factors.

METHODS

Fatal-accident Data

This study used the Finnish in-depth road accident investigation system data (FIRAIS) of the Traffic Safety Committee of Insurance Companies (V ALT), Finland, for the period 1991 to 2001. Fourteen multidisciplinary teams consisting of a police officer, a road engineer, a traffic engineer, a physician, and in certain cases a psychologist investigated each fatal accident in which at least 1 vehicle occupant had died. Team members were called to the accident scene just after the crash, where they analyzed vehicle positions, damage, road geometry, signage, and all other available information. In addition, they interviewed survivors and eyewitnesses and performed alcohol and drug testing. A preliminary reconstruction of the accident was outlined on the spot. Additional data were gathered afterward from national driver records and healthcare centers, and, in the case of deceased participants, their relatives were interviewed to provide background factors. All team members completed their own standardized data sheets. In the final meeting, based on all the collected data and an autopsy statement, the final statement for each accident was formulated with an explicit decision on the primary cause (the event that triggered the accident event and made the accident irrecoverable, for example, falling asleep). The team also listed risk factors that contributed to the accident (for example, fatigue). All original documents are stored in files available to researchers, and some 300 variables about participants, vehicles, traffic situation, and road and weather conditions, among others, were import-
ed into the FIRAIS database. This is a unique worldwide database covering all vehicle-occupant fatalities in the country, since the early 1970s, and has now been extended to cover pedestrian and bicyclist fatalities. A similar countrywide in-depth study program was recently started in Sweden, and several other countries have expressed interest in this kind of activity.

Sample

There were 2978 fatal accidents studied in depth in the database from 1991 to 2001. We only included car drivers (n = 2275) because truck (and bus) drivers are quite different in terms of their driving task, fatigue coping skills, and fatigue-related problems, as reflected by their crashes. Drivers with alcohol or drugs (n = 752) were excluded because of the strong interaction of fatigue and intoxication, therefore, this sample focused on “pure” fatigue problems. Furthermore, certain small specific groups were excluded: drivers without a license (those who had never had a license, n = 16), professional drivers (taxi or delivery drivers, n = 25), and those few cases where a car’s technical fault had a major or crucial role (n = 13). After these exclusion criteria, the sample consisted of 1469 drivers responsible for the accident in which they were involved.

Sleep-related and Fatigue-related Accidents

An accident was considered related to fatigue if the primary cause was falling asleep or the investigation team noted fatigue as a risk (contributing) factor. There were 224 of 1464 (15.3%) cases that were considered as fatigue-related accidents. (The investigation team was not able to attribute the primary cause in 5 cases.) In 148 cases (10.1%), falling asleep was the primary cause, and in an additional 76 cases (5.2%), fatigue was defined as a risk factor that contributed to the accident with another kind of primary cause. The latter primarily consisted of errors in perception (18 cases; for example: did not notice the other participant), anticipation (15 cases; for example: faulty interpretation of the intention of others), and vehicle handling (29 cases; for example: too strong steering movement). In the analysis of falling-asleep accidents and the teams’ decisions on them, we included variables that have been earlier identified as contributing to or characteristic of sleep-related accidents, such as time of day, type of accident, age of driver, sex, road conditions, driving time, insufficient sleep (sleeping time before accident, time awake), and precrash preventive action.

RESULTS

Analysis of Missing Values

There was considerable variation in the proportion of missing values in different variables for drivers responsible for an accident, ranging from 0% to 44%. Variables about time and place of the accidents did not have any missing values. Variables about weather conditions, road type and conditions, and vehicle conditions were missing in only very a small proportion of cases, averaging about 1%. Driver-centered variables were missing much more often. Among those indicating driving experience, lifetime mileage was missing in 33.5%, current annual mileage in 33.1%, mileage with the present vehicle in 31.1%, and the extent of driving time had no significant effect in this car-driver sample, possibly due to the fact that 85% of participants had been driving less than 3 hours. The study year did not have a significant effect in any of the models. Driving time had no significant effect in this car-driver sample, possibly due to the fact that 85% of participants had been driving less than 3 hours. The study year did not have a significant effect in any of the models. Including sleeping time last night into the regression model (Model 2) had a strong effect for under 6 hours (10.37 times higher than for sleep duration of 7 to 8 hours), while time-of-day effect no longer reached significance. Including preaccident preventive action—the absence of which is one important indication of falling asleep—and time awake and tiredness anamnesis (Model 3), the model sensitivity increased to 55.7%. Driving time had no significant effect in this car-driver sample, possibly due to the fact that 85% of participants had been driving less than 3 hours. The study year did not have a significant effect in any of the models. Neither chronic illnesses in general nor sleep disorders specifically improved prediction of any model, probably because of a high percentage of missing values and a small number of positive cases in these data, especially concerning sleep disorders (less than 1% of drivers had insomnia, while sleep apnea was not classified separately at all).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1—Percentage of missing values in fatigue-related variables by injury severity of driver responsible for accident.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not injured (n = 116)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time awake, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping time, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime mileage, %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is important to note that in each model the percentage of falling-asleep cases remained approximately the same (about 10% of all cases). The similar models computed for all the fatigue-related cases (falling asleep plus fatigue as a contributing factor) also showed that the teams’ decisions in terms of the proportion of fatigue-related cases was very similar (15%), independent of the availability of the background variables.

We identified 58 cases with missing values in all fatigue-related predictors. In 7 of them, the teams had marked fatigue as a contributing factor. It was of interest to check on what other information the investigation team had relied in that situation. A detailed examination of the original files of these cases revealed that all the relevant data in the original files were not coded into the database, especially if the data were based on the official police investigation for the juridical process that was not made by the police member of the team. In certain cases, it was implicit information or opinions from relatives that might have been used by the teams. In some other cases, the team members clearly had a possibility to interview a deceased driver’s relatives who were occupants in the same car (eg, a surviving husband) and should have been able to give background information.

**DISCUSSION**

While in-depth investigations applied to all road fatalities offer an excellent detailed database for the analyses of the role of fatigue in road crashes, these results indicate many systematic sources of missing data that should be taken into account to avoid possible biases. However, missing data do not appear to influence the overall percentage of falling-asleep (or fatigue-related) cases in these data. The most plausible explanation is that, in their difficult task, the teams count on any indication of fatigue. In the case of no other obvious cause for the accident, short sleep duration during the previous night, a long time awake prior to the accident, and no indication of preventive action all suggest that the driver was drowsy and probably fell asleep. One such indication might have been sufficient for the investigator’s decision to attribute fatigue as a causal factor, and even in the cases where no explicit information was available in the database, the teams obviously had some implicit knowledge.

These results show that investigation teams’ decisions about sleep-related accidents could be explained by well-known factors identified in earlier experimental and accident studies such as time of the accident, sleep duration prior to the accident, time awake prior to the accident, and signs of no preventive action to avoid the accident. It was of interest to check on what other information the investigation team had implicitly relied in that situation. A detailed examination of the original files of these cases revealed that all the relevant data in the original files were not coded into the database, especially if the data were based on the official police investigation for the juridical process that was not made by the police member of the team. In certain cases, it was implicit information or opinions from relatives that might have been used by the teams. In some other cases, the team members clearly had a possibility to interview a deceased driver’s relatives who were occupants in the same car (eg, a surviving husband) and should have been able to give background information.

**DISCUSSION**

While in-depth investigations applied to all road fatalities offer an excellent detailed database for the analyses of the role of fatigue in road crashes, these results indicate many systematic sources of missing data that should be taken into account to avoid possible biases. However, missing data do not appear to influence the overall percentage of falling-asleep (or fatigue-related) cases in these data. The most plausible explanation is that, in their difficult task, the teams count on any indication of fatigue. In the case of no other obvious cause for the accident, short sleep duration during the previous night, a long time awake prior to the accident, and no indication of preventive action all suggest that the driver was drowsy and probably fell asleep. One such indication might have been sufficient for the investigator’s decision to attribute fatigue as a causal factor, and even in the cases where no explicit information was available in the database, the teams obviously had some implicit knowledge.

These results show that investigation teams’ decisions about sleep-related accidents could be explained by well-known factors identified in earlier experimental and accident studies such as time of the accident, sleep duration prior to the accident, time awake prior to the accident, and signs of no preventive action to avoid the accident. It was of interest to check on what other information the investigation team had implicitly relied in that situation. A detailed examination of the original files of these cases revealed that all the relevant data in the original files were not coded into the database, especially if the data were based on the official police investigation for the juridical process that was not made by the police member of the team. In certain cases, it was implicit information or opinions from relatives that might have been used by the teams. In some other cases, the team members clearly had a possibility to interview a deceased driver’s relatives who were occupants in the same car (eg, a surviving husband) and should have been able to give background information.
In general population of Finland, suggest that sleep disorders have not proportion of insomnia in these data, given a prevalence of 11.7% for causal factors.

Surprisingly indeed, specific sleep-related information does not appear to as asleep might trigger or substantially contribute to the cause. Quite surprisingly indeed, specific sleep-related information does not appear to have much impact on investigation teams' decisions when attributing causal factors.

We were not able to show any effect of sleep disorders in teams' decisions due to the high percentage of missing values and the small number of positive cases. Lack of a sleep apnea category and the less than 1% proportion of insomnia in these data, given a prevalence of 11.7% for any DSM IV insomnia and of 1.6% for a diagnosis of primary insomnia in general population of Finland, suggest that sleep disorders have not received sufficient attention in the teams' work. Therefore, sleep disorders may indeed contribute to accidents through sleepiness, and highly probably do so, but the issue cannot be properly addressed with these data.

The percentage of fatigue-related cases was somewhat higher than in a similar analysis of the teams' decisions for the years 1984 to 1989. In this former fatality sample of nonintoxicated car drivers, the percentage of cases involving falling asleep was 6.2% and of all fatigue-related cases was 8.2%. The higher rates (10.1% and 15.3%, respectively) in the 1991-2001 data do not necessarily mean an increase in exposure to fatigue while driving, or even in the prevalence of fatigue in fatal crashes. The investigation teams probably are giving more attention to fatigue due to increased discussion and research in this area. It is to be remembered that even well-educated and highly experienced multidisciplinary teams cannot avoid a certain degree of subjectivity when assessing the role of the fatigue in accidents.

Although the present analysis gives a fairly consistent estimate of the fatigue-related crashes in these fatality data, this approach cannot be considered fully reliable or exhaustive. The teams possibly tend to focus on the critical nonperformance of falling-asleep drivers. The methods (and teams) seem to be not so sensitive in detecting the influence of fatigue on driver performance instead, since there were fairly few cases in these data where fatigue was marked as a risk factor when the primary cause was a perception or anticipation mistake. However, fatigue should result in inattention and late or no detection of hazards even before a driver falls asleep. Quite obviously, more attention should be given to such effects of fatigue in road-accident investigation.
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